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SPORTS TICKETS GO ONLINE, ON IDS
BY RACHEL BATTEN
The Daily Mississippian

The Ole Miss Athletics Department will now allow students to purchase sporting
event tickets online.
Through meetings with Ole
Miss student leadership, they
created the idea of selling an
all-sports season pass online.
With a pass, students can attend all regular season Ole Miss
athletic events. Tickets will be
downloaded to student’s school
IDs, and entry to events will be
done by showing that ID.
All-sports season passes will
cost $125. Compared to individual season ticket prices, the
sports passes are cheaper than
buying separate ticket packages.
“Our primary goal was to
create a more efficient and
user-friendly structure for student tickets,” said Sans Russell,
Ole Miss director for ticketing
and priority seating, in a recent
press release. “The new ticketing options, pricing and online
purchasing address the needs of
both the students and the athletics department.”
The university has set aside
2,000 all-sports passes for student purchasing. Sports passes
must be purchased from July 1
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At the University of Mississippi,
a sophomore business major takes
Adderall without a prescription every week to help him focus on his
school work.
Matthew, who asked his last
name be omitted for fear of legal
reprisals, said he never has trouble
finding the drug on campus.
“From what I’ve seen and heard,
Adderall use is very common,”
Matthew said. “Pretty much anybody on this campus can get an
Adderall (tablet) at any time. Everyone at this campus should or
probably does know somebody
who is prescribed to it.”
Matthew said it gives him the
motivation to study for hours on
end.
“I take it whenever I need just
to buckle down and really study,”
Matthew said. “It just picks you up
and makes you focus.”
Doctors prescribe the stimulant
to treat attention deficit disorder,

FORD CENTER

‘TAP KIDS’
PERFORMANCE
Eight of the nation’s most talented
young tap dancers take to the stage
in this rousing, joyous celebration
of American youth culture. In a
series of musical vignettes, this
theatrical production by New York
Stage Originals, tells the story of a
group of high school kids facing
challenges both mundane and
momentous as they prepare for the
big school dance.
8 p.m.
$6-$12
available in the UM Box office or
at www.olemiss.edu/fordcenter
UNION PLAZA

PET-A-PUPPY WEEK
CONTINUES
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Students wait in a long line for football tickets last August. This year, athletic tickets will be available for purchase online.

to July 31.
With the renovations to the
baseball stadium, students will
be required to pay for baseball
student tickets. The all-sports
pass will allow students to continue to attend baseball games
free.
For students who do not
wish to buy a sports pass, baseball ticket prices will be affordable.
“When the ASB approached
Athletics to discuss changes in

ON-CAMPUS USE OF ADDERALL
SOMEWHAT COMMON, UNSAFE
BY DAVID HOPPER

this week

but it’s in high demand during
finals week on college campuses
across the country, where students
pop it before all-night study sessions.
No hard data exists on the number of Ole Miss students who use
Adderall without a prescription.
Substance Abuse Services Coordinator Amy Fisher said based on
information gathered from various
means she estimates around 10
percent of Ole Miss students take
it illegally.
Student Health Center Director
Barbara Collier said she believes it’s
the most frequently abused controlled substance on campus.
According to the National Survey on Drug Use and Health, 6.4
percent of college students aged 18
to 22 reported nonmedical use of
Adderall in 2006 and 2007. The
study found that full-time college
students aged 18 to 22 were twice
as likely as their counterparts who
See ADDERALL, PAGE 5

the ticketing process, it was
clear that charging admission to
baseball games was inevitable,”
Burke said in a recent press
release. “I wish there did not
have to be a charge for admission, but in order for students
to continue to benefit from
renovations of the baseball stadium, some type of fee must be
assessed.”
Athletic season tickets will
also be sold separately online,
according to just one sport

verses an all-sports pass.
A total of 5,500 football season tickets will be sold at a recommended price of $84 each
and will be available online.
There is a maximum of one season ticket per student.
After August 27, any unsold
football season tickets will be
made available to any qualifying student who has not already
purchased a season ticket.
See TICKETS, PAGE 7

Come to the Union Plaza for
Pet-A-Puppy anti-stress campaign.
There will be puppies to pet and
play with as well as other items of
interest and a prize drawing every
day at 12:45 p.m. Sponsored by
Employee Assistance Program.
11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Student Union Plaza
Free
JOHNSON COMMONS

LATE-NIGHT BREAKFAST
AT THE JC
Walk from the library to the JC to
eat a late-night breakfast as a study
break in the middle of exam week.
8:30 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. Wednesday
$3 per person
Johnson Commons

Working out stress during finals week
BY ELIZABETH PEARSON
Campus News Editor

Gnawed pencils, bitten fingernails, an overload of caffeine and
makeshift textbook-pillows may
sum up finals week for many students.
To some students, the gym may
be something that can easily be cut
out of their already busy schedules,
leaving more time to crack open the
books and cram.
However, many don’t consider
the positive aspects of working out
during “crunch time.”
“Studies show exercise helps reduce symptoms of depression and
anxiety. We also know regular exercise helps increase the brain chemicals norepinephrine and dopamine
and have a major effect on our
mood,” UM Counselor Vicki Mahan said. “That’s why people who
exercise heavily and regularly say
they get a natural high from their
routines or feel it when they can’t
get good exercise.”
Exercising increasing blood flow
to the brain can have many positive

ADDISON DENT | The Daily Mississippian

Senior homeland security major Ronald Bias lifts wieghts in the Turner Center
Thursday afternoon. Many students go to the gym during finals week to relieve
stress felt during the week.

effects.
“The brain needs more oxygen
than any other organ of the body
because it regulates everything in
one way or another,” Mahan said.
“It also helps us sleep better, which
has major effects on the body,
mood, and memory.”
Junior Jacob Sprouse said that

working out helps him relieve
stress.
“I think it is very important to
maintain some kind of physical
activity during stressful weeks,”
Sprouse said. “It gives me an outlet for all that pent-up tension and
See STRESS, PAGE 6
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

LESSONS LEARNED AND A FINAL FAREWELL

BY
ALEX MCDANIEL,
editor-in-chief

Being editor of The Daily Mississippian is
a life-altering experience. For an entire year,
your life’s focus shifts for the sake of a newspaper, its staff and its readers, and you learn
to live without everything that used to matter,
substituting passion in its place.
Lacking passion is probably the only thing
that could effectively kill a DM editor; it is
passion that pulls you out of bed for a 9 a.m.
class when you sent the newspaper to the press
four hours earlier, passion that gives you the
courage to read letters laced with scathing
insults, passion that shields your heart from
pain, fear and cynicism.
Without it, the job would be impossible,
and this year was no exception.
Our primary goal when we took over last
June was simply to make the newspaper better.
The priority was our readership and our obligation was to get it right. The challenge was
figuring out a way to do it consistently while
balancing our priorities as students, which
didn’t always work.
Reporters were scarce, circumstances were
unpredictable, but there was a never a night
that I left the Student Media Center thinking
we didn’t do the absolute best we could for the
sake of our readers.
Of course, we made mistakes in the process
- some small, some monumental. Our motives
were questioned, as was our dedication to the
job.
Although the common joke within the
newsroom was that we were too busy and far
too exhausted to push the agenda we were
accused of having, there was no way to explain
errors to our readers other than committing
ourselves to a better system of verification.
The assumption was that we acted out of
selfishness or personal gain; what many didn’t
realize is that there was nothing to be gained
when things went wrong. Print journalism isn’t about writers and editors, it’s about

people. It’s about service. It’s about truth.
Fortunately and unfortunately, the best
lessons learned are often through error. We
learned our best work was often done through
asking questions people didn’t want to answer.
We learned to accept and examine our biases,
rather than running from them, in order to
better understand and fulfill the purpose of
objectivity. We learned about the beauty and
horror of human nature.
I am beyond proud of this staff and its
efforts. I am humbled to have had the opportunity to work with them in the first place.
Mostly, I am thankful - not only to The DM
staff, but to everyone who contributed to the
production of this newspaper. I would like
to thank those within the Meek School of
Journalism and New Media, including Dean
Will Norton and the outstanding journalism
faculty for their unconditional support.
Thank you to Nancy Dupont for serving
as our summer adviser (and unofficial cheerleader). I would also like to thank the Student
Media Center professional staff for their
constant guidance, especially SMC Director
Patricia Thompson for her role as our faculty
adviser. Many thanks to NewsWatch Station
Manager Ashley Phillips, Rebel Radio Station
Manager Jason Caviness, advertising manager
Michael Buise and creative services manager
Dylan Parker for your help, service and friendship. For all of those within the university, including administrators, faculty/staff members
and students, thank you for your assistance
and support.
There are also those I would like to recognize for helping me make it through this year.
I am forever indebted to journalism professors Garreth Blackwell and Samir Husni for
their instruction and unwavering encouragement. Thank you to the professors outside
of the journalism department who helped me
succeed in my classes despite the demands of

this job, namely Charles Palmer and Lorena
Karahan.
I must also thank former DM editor Tyler
Clemons for being one of the only people on
campus who understood the difficulties and
triumphs of this job and stood by me through
all of them.
I am thankful and proud to recognize incoming DM editor Caroline Lee for her work
this year as managing editor. Her talent and
leadership will no doubt lift this newspaper to
brand-new heights.
It is not an exaggeration to say I’m unsure
how I would have made it through this year
without my boyfriend and best friend, Zachary Cruthirds. Night after night he stayed at
the newsroom as I finished each issue, often
sleeping on the floor, just to make sure I wasn’t
alone. I will never be deserving of that kind of
love; here’s hoping he never figures that out.
And of course, I would be nothing without
my parents’ love and unimaginable sacrifices.
They suffered so I could have the chance to
succeed. Nothing I could ever say or do will
effectively express my gratitude.
Mostly, I want to thank you - the reader for believing enough in us to read our product
and to care enough about the process to hold
us accountable for what we published. I loved
this newspaper. I loved it enough to fight for
it. I loved it enough to protect it. I loved it
enough to make it my life. Thank you for giving me the opportunity to do that.
Though my final words are shrouded in exhaustion, I must admit my heart is conflicted.
Like a child begging her calling mother for the
chance to play just a little longer before having
to go inside, part of me wishes there were one
more day, one more newspaper, one more
chance to do what I love.
However, the sun’s going down. This
adventure is over.
And it’s time to go.

L E T T E R TO T H E E D I TO R

PRAYER IS A FREE EXERCISE FOR ALL
Michael Zubick stated that President
Obama could have done no greater service
to our country than canceling the National
Day of Prayer. Is he truly so consumed by
his desire to flush religion down the drain?
With such problems as America’s economy,
the war against terrorism and natural
catastrophes so prominent in our modern
world, he believes that the President of the
United States of America can do no greater
favor than to cancel the National Day of
Prayer?
Either he considers America’s president
to be an unintelligent derelict, incapable of
performing his job, or he has an extreme
prejudice against religion which olds precedence over all other problems in the world.
It does not take an intelligent individual
to discern that there are more important

T H E

problems in the world to be dealt with
than their own prejudice.
One of his beliefs is that prayer, being
a symbol of religion, “should be kept private.” Either he voices his opinion because
he believe something should be done about
it, or he simply like letting people know
how he feels, though these feelings have
absolutely no conviction behind them and
are simply fleeting ideas. I assure the latter
is not true. yet the enforcement of such
an idea, that prayer and other symbols of
religion should be kept private, would be
a violation of the Constitution. For it says,
“Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion, or prohibiting
the free exercise thereof.”
The “free exercise thereof ” consists
in part of the freedoms of religion and

speech.
In his column, Zubick brought up the
above excerpt about congress making no
law respecting the establishment of any
religions. I assume Zubick understands
what that means? If not, all it’s saying is
that congress is prohibited from establishing a national church. They set up this
safeguard to avoid the same persecution
that their forefathers underwent over 100
years before them.
I have addressed some of the misconceptions in Zubick’s column “Where Do We
Draw The Line?”. Though there is more to
discuss, this is supposed to be kept brief.
Justin Straka
Future Ole Miss student
Port Gibson, Miss.
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NOT A GOOD DEAL
By now, almost everybody in America has at
least heard about the Goldman Sachs hearings
in front of a Senate committee that featured
Senator Levin referring nearly a dozen times
to a so called ‘****ty deal’ (profanity omitted)
propagated by Goldman as a cash cow, a method to make money that is made of toxic assets
and which Goldman did not intend to reap a
positive return on investment for anybody but
Goldman as the seller.
The biggest problem with this ‘arrangement’ (as we shall call it from now on, in the
interest of more civil discourse) is that it was
completely and totally legal at the time that it
was done.
I think we all know who’s politically responsible for the level of de-regulation of the financial sector that enabled this ridiculousness,
so let’s save the tired rant about Republican
malfeasance and the counter-rant about how
deregulation removes the shackles of government from capitalism and allows it to run free.
Of course, this is not to say that government
reform of the financial sector is going to have
much positive, corrective effect on this kind of
behavior.
This last week has been a perfect storm for
proponents as well as opponents of financial
sector regulatory reform: the SEC legal case
against Goldman and the lunatic trader who

came up with the ‘arrangement’ allowed proponents to crow about the necessity of passing
the Dodd bill in the Senate to re-regulate Wall
Street; then the revelations last Friday about
just what the lovable bureaucrats and accountants at the SEC were doing while Goldman
and its people were hatching plots to make
insane amounts of money and implode the
economy: watching porn.
And these are the people we trust with the
economy?
As the Rolling Stones song goes, we the
people “can’t get no satisfaction.”
On one hand, we’ve got a bunch of stuffed
suits in skyscrapers whose only goal is to
make money. Money, money, money, MONEY! They don’t particularly care how they get
the money, so long as it looks legal on their
quarterly paperwork; while pictures of naked
people are downloading and buffering, they
then come begging with their handout for
MORE of our money when their schemes fail.
On the other, we’ve got a bunch of stuffed
suits in marble buildings who care more about
self-satisfaction than protecting the people of
America from the more-hare-brained-thanusual schemes of the big banks, and don’t
recognize until two years after a disaster (and
three years after reports came in that listed
symptoms of the disaster) that MAYBE, just

MAYBE, they should have paid a teensy tiny
bit more attention to financial things instead
of G-strings.
In between, we have all the good, hardworking, normal people who – while liking
money – aren’t obsessed with obtaining it
to the point of trying to fleece their friends,
neighbors, and complete strangers out of their
BY BRANDON
retirement savings; and who certainly aren’t (in IRVINE
most cases) so obsessed with sex so as to spend Columnist
eight hours a day watching porn.
Instead, we’re the ones who – as a result of
neglect and ineptitude on the part of the SEC
and intentional evil on the part of the banks
– suffered the most from the financial crisis
brought about by failings on the part of both
groups.
What we’ve gotten from these idiots is the
****ty deal.
Now we need to figure out a way to give it
back to them. Let’s just hope they have a good
return policy.

Delta Gamma
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We wanted to respond to an article that
ran in the Eagle on the Tuesday after Double
Decker.
This article has inadvertently drawn Funky’s
into a very vocal dispute between some city
officials and local business owners. We would
encourage everyone on both sides of the Sunday sales issue to work together for the benefit
of Oxford and all of its citizens.
Last week Funky’s ran an advertisement
which was intended to invite customers to
our restaurant while making light of the issues
regarding the weather forecast for Double

Decker. As we cannot control the weather, we
hoped everyone would make the best of a bad
situation. Unfortunately some have misconstrued our advertisement as a promotion of
irresponsible behavior. This was not our goal
and we apologize to anyone who mistook our
advertisement.
As always, we invite everyone to come eat
and drink with us responsibly - rain or shine.
Sincerely,
Lee Harris, Owner
Funky’s Pizza and Daiquiri Bar

ARVINDER SINGH
KANG
manager of media
technology

MELANIE WADKINS
advertising manager

DARCY DAVIS
administrative
assistant
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ADDERALL,

POEM

Twas the Night Before Exam Week
Twas the night before finals, as I lay in my room
Ignoring the kitchen, dirty dishes and spoons.
My pans they sat soaking in the sink with great care,
Wishing fairies to clean them would soon be there.

continued from page 1

As I lounge in my boxers, PBR in my hand,
In a chair that is damp from the dew on the land,
I think back to then, and how not much has changed.
I still listen to music and cook just the same.

I swung open the door, unsure what I’d find,
As my heartbeat grew quick, thoughts ran through
my mind
Of what this could be. But nothing was there,
Not inside, not outside, not sitting in a chair.

My books sat unopened on the desk they call home,
Wishing to be read, for they’ve been all alone
Collecting the dust, or pollen, as it seems,
That floats through an open window as I dream.

But more is expected than ever before,
And my GPA’s dwindling right down to the floor.
With the economy and jobs and business a fluster,
I wish I had mad running skills like McCluster.

I looked even closer, and much to my surprise,
There sat a small yellow note, covered with lies.
“I will study this year,” on the notepad it said,
At the top of the list I had written in bed.

When suddenly there came, without any warning,
A loud, crashing sound from my old, dinky oven.
I sprang up from bed, didn’t bother with clothes,
But grabbed quick my glasses to sit on my nose.

BY REID KELLY
Lifestyles Editor

As for what’s to come, I shall not worry,
Nor speed through my life as in some kind of hurry.
For the sun also rises after the darkest night,
“Next year I will study,”
Ha... That’s a lie.

I felt not dismayed: “There’s always next year,”
Then I opened the fridge and popped open a beer.
What’s meant to happen, it seems always will,
So I walk to the porch; the night air stands still.

get your morning fix
BY JOSH CLARK
Senior Cartoonist
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were not students to have used Adderall non-medically in the past
year.
A 2006 study published in the
Journal of American College Health
found that of the nearly 2,000 University of Kentucky undergraduates
surveyed, 34 percent said they had
taken ADHD stimulants without a
prescription.
Collier said students who have
a prescription are generally not the
ones abusing the drug.
“Frequently what we see is students who do not take it every single
day and so therefore they have extra,” Collier said. “People either borrow it, steal it, and, in some cases,
sell it.”
Students interviewed said the going rate is $2 or $3 a pill.
Collier said students frequently
come in the Student Health Center and say they’re having trouble
concentrating and want an Adderall
prescription.
The Student Health Center does
not prescribe controlled drugs, including Adderall, and won’t replace
lost prescriptions, Collier said.
“We’ve always had that policy
and it’s because of the abuse potential,” Collier added.
However, the Student Health
pharmacy fills Adderall prescriptions.
According to WebMd, side effects may include weight loss, dry
mouth, dizziness and headache.
More serious side effects include
shortness of breath, chest pain and
fast heartbeat.
Sandy Bentley, director of the
Student Health Center Pharmacy,
said there may be serious consequences for students who take one
of their friend’s Adderall tablets.
“The dose is so specific to the
one person and Adderall has a lot
of effect on the cardiovascular system,” Bentley said. “You’re putting
yourself at the risk of having a heart
attack or stroke just by taking the
wrong dose.”
Adderall tablets range from 5mg
to 30mg.
Bentley said there have been
studies showing students who take
Adderall short-term to cram for a
test tend to have lower grades than

Senior
HonorS THeSiS
PreSenTaTion

Caitlin Clarke

students who don’t take it all.
“People who are taking it legally
because they need it, their grades do
go up,” Bentley said. “People who
are taking it sporadically here and
there tend not to be the best students.”
Adderall is a Schedule II controlled substance and possession
without a prescription is a felony.
University Police Chief Calvin
Sellers said campus police will occasionally run across Adderall, but
he doesn’t think it’s illegal use is too
common.
“If it’s one person using it for
the wrong reasons then we’ve got a
problem,” Sellers said. “I don’t think
we have a real high number of people using it illegally.”
Sellers added that he may not
know the extent of its use because
it’s hard to catch people.
“It’s not something we would
see,” Sellers said. “You don’t get to
the point where you’re fighting or
going out of your mind. You just
stay awake several days at a time and
you finally just crash, and we don’t
get calls for folks that are going to
sleep.”
Cpt. Randall K. Davis, commander of the Lafayette County
Metro Narcotics Unit, said there
have been several arrests for Adderall possession in Oxford in the past
year.
Davis said people who get caught
with Adderall typically have committed another crime.
“Let’s say if they get arrested for
DUI and they happen to have four
or five in their pocket or purse, then
at that point it’s discovered later on
throughout the DUI investigation,”
Davis said. “That’s where we are
contacted to come in and we take
over the investigation on Adderall or
any other controlled substance.”
There has not been an effort to
focus on Adderall, Davis said.
“We’re going to give Adderall
just as much attention as we give
methamphetamine or marijuana
or cocaine, anything that’s covered
under the Mississippi Controlled
Substance Act,” he said.
Davis said while illegal Adderall use was probably unheard of 10
years ago, now it seems to be growing trend.
“It’s definitely something that’s
here and probably unfortunately

Senior
HonorS THeSiS
PreSenTaTion

going to remain constant as far as a
trend,” Davis added.
Adderall isn’t only used for studying as some turn to it for recreational
purposes. The survey of University
of Kentucky students found that 7
percent of the students who used it
illegally also took it for fun.
Matthew said he snorted Adderall on three or four occasions last
year.
“I’ve heard snorting Adderall being compared to cocaine before,” he
said. “I remember freshman year I
snorted an Adderall extended release. I crushed up a little tablet and
snorted it before I took a test. I don’t
know if that really helps. It’s just
kind of like an instant boost.”
Sara, a junior dietetics and nutrition major who has been taking Adderall without a prescription since
her freshman year, said she once
took a tablet before a night of drinking.
“Honestly I enjoyed that because you did get a good feeling
and you stay up,” she said. “A lot of
my friends are prescribed to it and
they’ll pop one before they go out
like a normal thing. But I don’t really find that too common.”
According to IMS Health, a
health care information and consulting company, Adderall was the
most commonly prescribed ADD
drug with more than 16 million
prescriptions filled nationwide last
year. Other common ADD drugs
abused and used legally among students include Concerta and Ritalin.
People prescribed to these drugs
may legally only receive a month’s
supply at a time.
Ali Phares, a junior education
major, has been prescribed to Adderall for ADD since her senior year
of high school.
“Usually whenever I’m doing
homework and I’m not on it I’ll
read a page but then by the end of
the page I won’t be able to pay attention to the words,” Phares said.
“But when I take my medicine it’s
more like I’m reading and wanting
to understand it more.
Phares said she has experienced
loss of appetite and irritability when
the effects are wearing off.
Ryan Bolton, a sophomore business major who has taken medication for ADD since he was diag-

Senior
HonorS THeSiS
PreSenTaTion

Josh Randle

Madison Halbrook

The Mapuche Conflict:
Indigenous-State Relations
in Contemporary Chile

Leverage and Access:
Understanding Why
Foreign States Lobby the
United States Government

Euskal Herritarrak Gara:
A Study of a People and
Their History, Culture, and
Identity

Friday, April 30
1:00 p.m.
Croft Building
Board Room

Friday, April 30
9:00 a.m.
Deupree Hall
Room 131

Friday, April 30
12:45 p.m.
Honors College
Room 311

The defense is open to the public.

If you require special assistance relating to
a disability, please contact Penny Leeton at
662-915-7266.

The defense is open to the public.

If you require special assistance relating to
a disability, please contact Penny Leeton at
662-915-7266.

nosed at age 5, said he doesn’t see
illegal Adderall use at Ole Miss as
being a problem because the benefits far outweigh the risks.
“When you take Adderall it just
makes it so you can focus more,”
Bolton said. “It seems like it’s not
bad for you. I’ve never heard of anyone overdosing on Adderall.”
Bolton said he does not see the
university addressing illegal Adderall
use.
“I don’t see it being a huge problem that people are going to start dying because of,” Bolton said. “There
are other drugs on campus that they
need to be more worried about than
something that makes their kids get
better GPAs and makes their school
look better.”
Cliff, a sophomore who has used
Adderall illegally, also said he feels
like the university has bigger problems to deal with.
“There’s a lot worse things going
on than some kids trying to do well
in school and taking some (Adderall) to help them study,” Cliff said.
“They’re doing it for a good cause. I
don’t really know too many kids that
do it to get high.”
Abir El-Afly, assistant professor
of pharmacology, said a major problem with the Adderall phenomenon
is that students don’t realize the dangers involved.
“If we make them see the danger
I’m sure most of them will decide
not to go for it,” she said. “I don’t
blame them. It’s a prescription drug

so the only people who are educated
about it will be the ones taking it.”
Substance Abuse Services Coordinator Amy Fisher said prevention and education efforts are being
developed as more is learned about
Adderall abuse.
“Based on my experience, most
students who use Adderall do not
believe that it is an issue for concern,
even if it is not prescribed for them,”
El-Alfy said.
Fisher declined to comment due
to confidentiality issues on the number of students treated for Adderall
abuse at the University Counseling
Center.
“Most students who abuse drugs
use multiple drugs and Adderall
may or may not be one of them,”
Fisher said.
Fisher said treatment for Adderall abuse is the same as for other
drugs and consists of motivational
assessment, behavioral and cognitive interventions, and, if necessary,
referral to more intensive treatment.
Chancellor Dan Jones said the
risks and potential benefits associated with the use of Adderall are not
completely understood.
“Research on this and similar
drugs impacting brain function will
continue,” Jones said. “In the future,
through this research, we will understand more. In the meantime, students should be reminded there are
medical and legal risks of possessing,
distributing, or using this and any
other prescription drug.”

Alpha Epsilon Delta and the
Academic Support Center
awarded $39,500 in scholarships
for the upcoming academic year.
We wish to congratulate the
following pre-med students
who were awarded scholarships
for their senior year. Culley
Scholarships were awarded to
3 students who have been
accepted to the University of
Mississippi School of Medicine.
Nine James M. O'Neal AED
Scholarships were awarded.

SENIOR SCHOLARSHIPS:
John Ball
Lee Moore
Ashlei Evans
Kevin Randolph
Kathryn DeRivaux

Eric Tillotson
Matthew DiGiusto
Howell Harmon
Edward Seals
Andrew Bartlett

Ethan Tillotson
Brittany Simpson
Peter Nwankwo
Thomas Powell
Craig Moffett

CULLEY SCHOLARSHIPS:
Laura House

Michael Jennings

Charlotte Skelton

JAMES M. O'NEAL AED SCHOLARSHIP:
Brady Mosher
Malorie Bohnert
Donald Livingston

Javous Peavey
Jessica Bosarge
Bryant Self

Jason Chesser
Hamilton Brown
Heather Cohen

AED Officers for the 2010 - 2011 Academic Year are:
President - John Ball
Vice-President - Stephen Powell
Secretary - Elaine Holtzman
Treasurer - Edwin Witcher
Historian - Craig Moffett
Scribe - Brittany Simpson

The defense is open to the public.

If you require special assistance relating to
a disability, please contact Penny Leeton at
662-915-7266.

Congratulations to Dr. Colin Jackson,
AED’s Outstanding Teacher of the Year.
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STRESS,

continued from page 1

helps wake me up for when I go
study.”
Working out can be seen as taking a break to do something enjoyable.
“This varies from individual
to individual,” fitness coordinator
Charles Allen said. “For some, it’s
yoga. For others, it’s a long run or
bike ride. For others, it’s a heavy
weightlifting session. It goes back
to doing something that you enjoy.”
Senior Ryan Malone agrees that
stress can be lifted and confidence
built by working out during finals
week. “I think working out is a productive study break and it stimulates
the release of endorphins, which are
the body’s natural pain killers, that
create a sense of euphoria,” Malone
said. “This can give students the
confidence lift they need when it is
time to hit the books.”
While working out is a great way
to take a break and relieve stress
during finals, it can also be counterproductive if carbohydrates are not
replenished prior to the session.
“It does deplete the body’s carbohydrate energy sources, and this
can be a bad thing because the brain
only runs off glucose as an energy
source,” Malone added. “It is very
important to replenish carbohydrate sources with something like

The

fruit after a workout. Doing so will
give the brain energy to function at
its highest capacity.”
Although the Counseling Center
welcomes those dealing with stress
during finals week, Mahan believes
that it is important for students to
plan ahead so they wont have to
give up activities they enjoy during
finals week.
“If you must give up some things
because it’s crunch time, try to
think about which activity benefits
you the most. Keep what you can in
your routine,” Mahan said. “Whatever it is you do that is healthy for
you and helps you feel good regularly, it probably helps in someway
with your oxygen and your mood.”
Sprouse has plans to manage his
time during finals week.
“I usually go to Turner early in the
morning before I need to study, so
it’s usually not in the way,” Sprouse
said. “My tests are all at 7:30 a.m.,
so I can’t really get a good workout
before the test. If I have free time
during the day, I might just take a
short nap, then go work out after
classes are over.”
Although working out can relieve stress, it is important to consider a break with rest or sleep if the
body is already overloaded.
“Sleep makes it easier for me to
function,” Sprouse said. “It helps in
lessening stress. I know my mind
and body would be better off just
getting the extra sleep.”
Allen said that the general exercise

recommendations of 30 minutes of
moderate to vigorous physical activity most days of the week also apply
during to high-stress periods, such
as finals, but sometimes it isn’t possible with a busy schedule.
“Sometimes we have to shorten
this or even cut it out if we’re extremely busy. Time management
and balance are key factors.”
Allen recommends ways to cutback on time at the gym. “Shorten
rest periods (between sets), increase
exercise intensity and shorten duration, or superset exercises,” Allen
said. “Less social time and more

time on task.”
Sprouse said that he may not be
able to work out as much as he likes
during finals week, but that it is still
important for him to get a workout
in.
“It’s like eating. I will MAKE
time for it somehow or another,”
Sprouse said. “I have seven exams
from Saturday until Friday, and I’ll
probably work out at least twice
within that time. Hopefully more.”
Sprouse added that he has even
skipped a class to relieve stress at the
gym.
“I’ve been late to many classes
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and skipped one or two review
classes on purpose to work out,”
Sprouse said. “I did that today actually, and I’m glad I did because I’ve
felt fantastic all day.”
While sometimes it is necessary
to cut out workouts for time management, if exercise and physical
activity are made a part an everyday
lifestyle, incorporating a workout
on top of stress should not hurt.
“It’s all about perception,” Allen
said. “One person may perceive a
situation as stressful, and another
person may not perceive the same
situation as stressful at all.”

JB CLARK | The Daily Mississippian

A collection of engineering, intensive English, religious ethics and other classes that participated in service learning projects this
semester gathered in Bryant hall to display and talk bout their service projects.
“Some of us thought it would be really nice this semester to have a moment at the end where we gather all the different people
who have done service learning projects over the yea to share one another’s projects as well as to celebrate the work we’ve
done this semester,” said Sarah Moses, professor of the participating religious ethics class.

Ole Miss
2010
Yearbook

is now available in

201 Bishop Hall
8AM-5PM
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Oxford Police tighten
up on DUI charges
BY ASHLEIGH DAVIS
Special to The DM

As graduation for the University of Mississippi is swiftly
approaching, students are eager
to celebrate. DUIs are statistically higher in the latter months
of the school year, and Oxford
police have made it clear they
have zero tolerance for drunk
driving.
The Double Decker weekend
called for multiple road blocks
throughout the city of Oxford,
which allowed residents to get a
sneak peek of the Alcohol Task
Force’s sincerity.
The Oxford Police Department is taking extensive measures to ensure safety in Oxford in the upcoming weeks by
patrolling the square as well as
campus to see to it that students
are using Rebel Ride and taxis to

BY LANCE INGRAM
The Daily Mississippian

The Ole Miss Mascot Selection Committee is continuing to
work toward bringing the university a new on-field mascot.
The committee has constructed a graph indicating the progression of the decision-making
process.
The group is currently in the
first phase and is hoping in the
near future to move into the second phase, which includes choosing the best of ideas and putting
them on the mascot website for
students, faculty, alumni association members and season ticket
holders to consider.
“We’re pretty much still in

Way Down South in Mississippi

dm
fb

ian
Mississipp
The Daily now on facebook

Bring your student ID

Questions?
Call: (662) 915-5503

To help students who think
they may have a problem or need
help, the counseling center offers several programs including
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings and Al-Anon, meetings for
students who have parents who
abuse alcohol and one-on-one
sessions.
Amy Richardson, who works
at the Counseling Center, is
reaching out to students all over
campus.
“We send out e-mails two to
three times a semester with information about when our services are offered, and we have
very good feedback,” Richardson said. “We have gotten anywhere from 200 to 300 e-mails a
day from students who want to
come in.”
The Counseling Center is
open Monday through Friday
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

MASCOT SELECTION COMMITTEE UPDATE

Monday-Friday

We also have a limited
number of copies of the
2006-2009 yearbooks
available.

ensure public safety.
In 2008 alone Mississippi had
298 deaths in which the driver
had a blood alcohol content
(BAC) of at least 0.01%
The University Police Department plans to patrol campus to
prevent accidents and keep drivers from driving negligently. Additionally, the University Counseling Center offers alcohol
abuse programs as well as oneon-one counseling for students
who feel they need assistance.
Freshman Cody Mitchell said
he has lost numerous friends to
drunk driving accidents.
“I am definitely thankful for
organizations like Rebel Ride
because I know the consequences of drinking and driving,” said
Mitchell. “I have personally lost
six friends in drunk driving accidents and had several friends
have been charged with a DUI.”
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the information-gathering phase
at the moment, and after these
alumni groups, which will go
through May, we will get all that
information to synthesize the
ideas and see where we’re at,”
said Ty New, co-chairman of the
committee.
The committee has plans to
hold 12 more focus groups in
May with alumni and will be
visiting cities including Jackson
and Memphis, which will give
alumni an opportunity to have a
voice in the selection process.
Focus groups were held collect
information on possible mascot
ideas and allowing people an opportunity to voice their opinion.
“We’ve done a lot more work
than probably what anybody
knows about,” New said. “We’ve
held a bunch of focus groups,
over 20 with students and some
with alumni this summer.”
The committee is currently

gathering information on what
the word “rebel” means to individuals and what would people
like to see the mascot be.
New said the website, mascot.
olemiss.edu, has close to 51,000
hits and over 750 mascot idea
submissions, New said.
“We’ve had a ton of responses, and a lot of it has been really
good stuff,” New said.
The committee has received
support from the Alumni Association Board of Directors and
Coach Houston Nutt.
They stressed that this decision process is just for a mascot
who will be on the sidelines during sporting events and that the
university will still be the Ole
Miss Rebels.
They have not set a date to
announce the new mascot but
hope to have it by the 2010 football season.
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MYNAMEISJOHNMICHAEL

Harrison Ford

“Religious Nationalism
and the Russian Orthodox
Church”
Friday, April 30
2:00 p.m.
Croft Building
Board Room
The defense is open to the public.

If you require special assistance relating to
a disability, please contact Penny Leeton at
662-915-7266.

Brent Caldwell

Evolutionary Ethics & the
Logical Problem of Natural
Evil: A Refutation
Friday, April 30
3:00 p.m.
Honors College
Room 311
The defense is open to the public.

If you require special assistance relating to
a disability, please contact Penny Leeton at
662-915-7266.

ADDISON DENT | The Daily Mississippian

A string band plays at the University Memorial Ceremony in Paris Yates Chaptel
Thursday afternoon. The ceremony honored students and faculty that have
passed away in the past year.

TICKETS,

continued from page 1

“The new ticket plan attempts to create a better overall gameday experience for students through providing easier
access and more convenience,”
Burke said. “The plan also
aims to increase school spirit
through greater support of our
athletics teams and participation in sporting events.”
A percentage of student
tickets will be put on reserve
for the freshman orientation

session, ending August 2010.
Students must be enrolled for
at least half-time hours for the
fall 2010 term to qualify to
purchase season tickets.
“I am very excited about
the new online purchasing
choices,” student Jessi Nowell
said. “Last year I was not able
to purchase football tickets
because the lines were always
outrageous. This should take
care of that problem.”
Season tickets and all-sports
season passes will be available
for purchasing in July at OleMissSports.com

211 s. lamar, OxfOrd

662-236-0050

TONIGHT:

JOSHUA JAMES

WITH

MATTHEW PERRYMAN

THURS. MAY 6:

RYAN BINGHAM & THE DEAD HORSES
Friday:

FRI. MAY 7:

WILL
HOGE

CMYK

CMYK
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(NOT) FOR YOUR iPOD

TOP FIVE WORST GRADUATION SONGS
BY JOSH BREEDEN
The Daily Mississippian

It’s graduation season which
means PA systems across the
country will soon be blasting a
variety of pop ditties reminding graduates to cherish the
fleeting days of their youth,
for the “real world” is on their
heels, chasing them down like
a stampeding, bloodthirsty
band of belligerent samurai
cavalry (Tom Cruise included). Unfortunately, most
of the time this seemingly
profound message is delivered
using music so horrendous,
it will leave you begging for
decapitation. For your reading
pleasure, the worst graduation
songs ever (insert theatrical
echo here).

“Changes,”
2Pac

“I see no changes wake up

in the morning and ask myself
/ is life worth living or should
I blast myself?” Now go out
and be somebody. I know, I
know, I’m committing musical
blasphemy by calling out the
late great 2Pac, but really, is
this what you would consider
appropriate graduation fare?
The melody does sound nice
and uplifting, and yes, the
song does inspire one to make
changes. But unless there is
gunfight taking place amid the
ceremonies, it really serves no
purpose. Thank God all these
tassels are the same color.

theme as your commencement
tune. Second rule, never name
your child Chandler. Unless
you plan on sticking around
for a while after graduation
or maintaining a Facebook
account well into the afterlife, chances are you won’t
“be there” for any previous
classmates after the ceremony
whether it’s raining or not.
OK, only if one of those classmates is Jennifer Aniston.

“I’ll Be There For You,”

Aside from a magic voodoo
potion, George Romero, or
one of the “infected” skirting past a military checkpoint
into the “safe zone,” nothing
will turn a crowd of people
into zombies faster than
this song. But Sarah’s such a
nice woman. She plays frilly
90’s piano pop on an eternal
musical quest in search of love
and blonde guys with denim
jackets. She supports PETA.
How could you? Well, I can.
Take your melancholic swoon
elsewhere, Sarah, these things
are constructed entirely out of
boring— no complementary
support needed.

The Rembrandts

Congratulations, Chandler.
Thanks, Ross, and great job
catching Rachel at the airport. Man, it was weird when
she was with Joe. First rule,
never use a well-known sitcom

“Photograph,”
Nickelback

PHOTO COURTESY: STOCK EXCHANGE

than it was back then / if I was
them I wouldn’t let me in.” I
sure wish he would’ve graduated. Man, those tech school
welding classes are difficult.

“Here’s to the Night,”
Eve 6

The ultimate ode to nostalgia: “In a day and a day
love I’m gonna be gone for
good again. / Are you willing
to be had, are you cool with

just tonight?” Oh Max, your
so sentimental, and yea that’s
cool, but can we wait until
after the ceremony? This tunic
is a rental. As you can see, this
song is most definitely not
about commencement, that
is unless your stage name is
Candy, and you received your
graduation gift in singles from
an unknown middle-aged
gentleman at the Zanzibar.
God, Dad, get that camcorder
out of my face!
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BY ANDY PAUL
The Daily Mississippian
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WITH THE PROPER FACEBOOK CAMPAIGN, ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE
This semester was a big one for the social networking website. Good ole’ Ackbar has close to 8,000
fans. And we all know whatever posted on Facebook is 100% truth. Colonel Reb can’t repel forces of that
magnitude, leading me to my next point:

KKK RALLIES ARE NOT BENEFICIAL TO ONE’S CAUSE
Let’s be honest here, folks, regardless of whether or not you support Colonel Reb, you have to admit
that having the KKK show up in support of the former mascot does little to help the cause. That’s like saying how much you love German beer steins for their decorative ceramic patterns, then having a neo-Nazi
walk up and shout, “They are good for hitting Jews in the head with, too!”

TEA PARTIES ARE NO LONGER FOR SISSY LITTLE GIRLS
Sissy adult women can participate too, now! The Tea Party Campaign continues to shout its way
across the nation, proving that louder equals more accurate. And a special thanks to Sarah Palin for
setting the women’s rights movement back about one hundred and fifty years. She probably would have
protested the Seneca Falls Convention if she had the chance.

BOWING IS A SIGN OF WEAKNESS
Apparently Americans simply hate bowing out of respect. Any time President Obama tilted his head
towards a foreign politician, the press would go nuts about it. My solution is this: Obama is allowed to
bow in foreign countries, but only if those politicians greet him the American way when they come to the
U.S. – Fist pump like a champ. Speaking of which…

STEREOTYPES DIE HARD
Man, Jersey Shore, you really know how to advance the Italian American image, don’t you? Until this
year, I thought that all Italian immigrant men had the last name of Soprano and hung around with the guitarist from the E Street Band. Now, I know that they also have the Cadillac logo tattooed down their side
and can’t help but “beat that beat back.” Snooki, J-Woww, The Situation, you all make The Jerry Springer
Show look like The Nightly News with Brian Williams.

LIFE IS WORTH PAYING ATTENTION TO AGAIN

Thanks to the Discovery Channel, I no longer have to watch TV to escape from life. I can simply watch
Life without actually experiencing it, instead!A

PHOTO COURTESY: NYFASHION.COM

EXCLUSIVELY ON THEDMONLINE.COM
FASHION

TIS THE SEASON: PART II
BY JUSTINE NOLTE
The Daily Mississippian

Come sit on
our balcony
for
lunch
11am-2pm
Monday-Sunday

WE CATER

THE OSCARS STILL DON’T QUITE MATTER

I like watching Alec Baldwin and Steve Martin be awkward and bumbling just as much the next
person, but ten Best Picture nominees? You’re getting soft on us, Academy. And when a group of elitist,
self-important Hollywood actors gets soft on us, you know we are in trouble.

Friday:

2 for 1

Wells, House wine
& Domestics

2-D MOVIES ARE FOR CHUMPS
Hollywood has realized (thankfully for us lesser individuals) that we simply do not get enough of the
three dimensions in real life. Next October, and please keep in mind that I am not kidding, Saw 3D is being released. And thank God for that. Everyone knows that the cinematic limitations to that franchise lay
solely in the fact that I couldn’t see severed limbs flying at me from the screen.

It’s been like a Michael Bay movie up in here this past semester. So many terrible natural events have
wrecked havoc upon the population that I wouldn’t be surprised if a Cloverfield-like monster will soon rise
from the depths and have us for a snack. That colossal screw-up of an oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico is
certainly not a great apology to the Earth, either. Assume fetal position.

ATTACHING A LOWERCASE “i” TO A PRODUCT INCREASES IT VALUE
I mentioned this earlier in the semester, but I still can’t get over it. iPad? Really, Apple, that’s the best
you can give us? It’s like the main complaint Apple received about the iPhone was that having every
gadget in one package still somehow wasn’t ostentatious and American enough. So what do they give
us? A Biggie-sized iPhone.

Friday Drink Specials:
$3 22 oz. Coors Light
$3 18 oz. Miller Lite

$2 12 oz.Coors
$2 Shots: Alabama
SLammers
& Kamikazes

Find us on Facebook!
1608 West Jackson Avenue (Next to The Lanes)
662-234-6310 please drink responsibly

Plate Lunch 11AM - 2PM
Entree & 2 Vegetables $5.99

upstairs & downstairs •
Starting at 10 pm

NEVER A COVER
Saturday:

MOTHER NATURE IS FURIOUS AT YOU

BEST STEAKS IN TOWN
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Sarah McLachlan
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lessons learned from this semester

3

“I Will Remember
You,”

Who said Canadians were
harmless? Chad Kroeger and
crew have been conducting
a covert cultural war against
the American music listening
public for years, destroying
Southern Rock and American pop with a blitzkrieg of
power-chord-laden over-sexed
rock ballads that would make
Hell’s Angels vomit. And now
they’ve infiltrated the academic realm like Telly Savalas
at a Nazi banquet (Wikipedia
time). “I wonder if it’s too late
/ should I go back and try to
graduate? / Life’s better now

THE WEEKLY TOP TEN

4 . 3 0 . 10

$4 Bloody Marys
‘til 3 (downstairs)

The Longest Happy Hour
on the Square
1pm - close
$1 off Everything
Upstairs Only

662.236.6872
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Senior
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“Catalan Identity and
Immigration”

“Rectangular Dielectric
Resonator Antennas”

Friday, April 30
11:00 a.m.
Croft Building
Board Room

Friday, April 30
9:00 a.m.
Honors College
Room 311

Alex Bucaciuc

The defense is open to the public.

If you require special assistance relating to
a disability, please contact Penny Leeton at
662-915-7266.

Please Drink resPonsibly
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Safa Salman

The defense is open to the public.

If you require special assistance relating to
a disability, please contact Penny Leeton at
662-915-7266.

To place your ad in The
Daily Mississippian
Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.com/
classifieds.

Classified ads must be prepaid.
All major credit cards accepted.
RATES:
- $ . 25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run
Additional Features
(Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $ . 50 per word
Online-exclusive features also
available

To place your ad online:
www.thedmonline.com/classifieds

201 BISHOP HALL
662.915.5503
Homes for Sale
Why Rent?? $115,900

1207 Academy Cv in College Hill
Heights 3br/2bth Hardwood Floors
100% financing available! -Lafayette
Land Co. James Davis 801-2358
MUST SELL: Best deal in the Soleil.
3br/2.5bath. Will take pay off!! (662)3153554

Condo for Sale
THE MARK (Old Taylor Rd) Like
NEW: 2 BRM 2 BA, all appliances
stay, scored concrete floors, paid
97,5k in July 2008. Will entertain ANY
offer. (601)842-8441

HIGHPOINTE -Townhouse

WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN BUY! 3
bdr/ 3bath, stainless appl.; wash/ dryer
incl. Gated community with pool; unit
wired for security system and wireless.
Desireable rear of complex location. Offered by Owner/ Broker. Will Coop.
$142,900 (901)570-2221

Oak Grove Apartments 2bdr
QUIET COMPLEX. Fully applianced.
Incld full sized w/ d, gas grills, fireplace
(wood incld), (CABLE & HS internet
incld). Pets welcome. 662-236-4749
www.oakgroveoxfordms.com
Available June at Rental Central: studio, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 BR apts and
houses near campus/square, reasonable prices, hundreds to choose
from www.oxfordmsapartments.com.
(662)595-4165.
1,2,3 bedroom apts. Pre-leasing for
summer/August. Spacious floor plans!
Pets welcome. 662-281-0402.
The Cove Apts Rent Special
Sign Leases by May 1st for Summer or
Fall Special 662-234-1422
Large 2BDR/2.5BA Townhouse
with appliances furnished with W/ D. No
pet policy. Quiet atmosphere. (662)2340000.
Luxury, 2 bdrm fully furnished apartment. The Exchange, swimming pool,
rec facilities May 1 - Aug 1 $750/ month
228/669-2685 Leave message
Apartment for sub lease One
bed room apartment for sub lease call
if interested (662)295-5291
Sublease 2bd/2bth at Old Taylor
Place. $575 mo/includes cable and internet. Avail. Sat May 8-July 31. 662435-3765
Subleasing apartment at Old
Taylor Place, May-July. All appliances
included. Price negotiable. 662-3222358
2BR/1BA DUPLEX All appliances included. $500 month. Call for availability.
(662)291-7304
APARTMENT FOR SUBLEASE 1Bd
unit at Lexington Pointe, in June & July,
$500 per month, includes cable & internet 662-832-6792
1BR/1BATH appl. incl. $450/ mo
(662)816-1200

House for Rent
TAYLOR MEADOWS 2 Bed/2 Bath brick
houses for rent on Old Taylor Road.
Starting June or August. (662)801-8255
or (662)801-3736
2BR/2BA LARGE Available Now and
in August - Will Negoiate - Nice Quiet Mature Students $600, (662)234-9289
1br/1ba, 2br/2ba, 3br/3ba- Includes all appliances and security system. Spacious rooms, quiet location.
About 2 miles form campus. 662-2367736 or 662-832-2428.
3BDR/3BA and 2BDR/2BA on University Ave. Call for Appt. (662)236-7736 or
(662)832-4589.
1,2,3,4,5 Houses/Duplexes Near
Square Become a Fan of Bridge Property on Facebook for latest Property
Listing. (662)234-3208

3Bed pet frIENDLY

1st mo Free! 3B/3ba Willow oaks $950/
mo inc wtr/ gbg,3B/2ba Shiloh $1000/
mo, Furnished, All Have New paint/
trim/ carpet (843)338-1436
3BDR/1BA. Single carport in a quiet
neighborhood. Large yard. All appliances. (662)801-6971.

Sushi Bar & Hibachi

Exam Week Special

Both Specials below are not combinable with any other coupons specials or discounts.

Monday - Thursday (May 3rd - May 6th only)

Miso Happy Meal

Get a miso soup & 2 of the items listed
below for just ………………...… $7.99

California Roll
Crawfish Roll
Cucumber Roll
Mangocado Roll*
Spicy Tuna Roll
Shrimp Tempura Roll
Fried Rice
Edamame
House Salad
Seaweed Salad
Crabmeat Tempura
3 Shrimps Tempura
*New Items

Crunchy Roll
Snow Crab Roll
Sweet Potato Roll*
Asian Spring Roll
Cucumber Salad
Veggie Tempura

Hibachi Group Discount

Dine in at the Hibachi grill with 2 or more buddies,
friends, colleague or family members & get 20% off.
No coupons necessary for this special, just mention “Hibachi Group Special”.
2305 West Jackson Ave. Suite 207 Oxford, MS 38655
Phone: 662-232-8668

FOR RENT ASPEN
RIDGE

3 Bedroom/3.5 Bath, $1500/ month
plus utilities, Wood floors, gas fireplace,
granite countertops, all appliances included, furnished or unfurnished
Contact Steve Drown, owner
228.313.1063
StevenPDrown@yahoo.com
3 br and 4 br houses. Close to the
Square and Campus. All apppliances
included. $1200-$2200 a month. Avail
Aug 1 www.oxford4rent. NET (662)8011474
4BR/2BA Big Back Yard, Close to Campus, Spacious Rooms. $1400/ Month,
(601)516-1432
3 bedroom 3 bath townhouses behind the brass monkey $1,050
per month. Includes water, sewer, and
garbage pickup. 7 unit complex-5 available. Basil Richmond/ Oxford Realty
(662)816-0252
3BDR/3BA, 1800 sq.ft in Saddle
Creek. $360 per person/ month.
(662)234-6271
SHILOH SUBDIVISION 2bd 2ba $750,
3bd 2ba $950. Available June 1st and
August 1st. (601)832-0693

PET FRIENDLY.

3BR/2BA $950, 2BR/2BA $750 in
Shiloh Subdivision. Available August
1st. 601.573.1172 or 662.871.3354.
$350/mo. 1BD/1BA. Fully furnished,
thru July, Close to Walmart. Plus utilities, rent negotiable. (662)347-8848.
Amazing Summer Sublease
2Bd/1Bath 0.5 miles from Square.
Fully furnished. CHAC/ WD/ DW $800/
month. (678)316-8585
3bd/2bth & 2bd/2bth with study
1200 square feet. Nice wooded area, all
appliances included & security system.
2 miles from campus on College Hill
Road. Available June or August. Call
662-236-7736 or 662-832-4589 (Pets
Welcome)

3 BED/2.5 BATH NEAR
BELK

OFF ANDERSON ROAD
GRANITE/ STAINLESS/ HARDWOOD/
GAS FIREPLACE/ ALARM SYSTEM/
FREE LAWN CARE/$1,200/ CALL FOR
APPT. (662)801-3634
3BR/2BATH-559 CR 101, available
June 1. Nice house, quiet country setting. Hard to find. Great price! $1000/
month. Summit Management Services
www.oxford4rent.com. (662)513-9990.
2BR/1Bath-900B S. 16th St. Walking distance to Square! Newly remodeled. Very nice. $1100/month. Available
June 1. Summit Management Services
www.oxford4rent.com. (662)513-9990.
AVAILABLE NOW - AUGUST Fox
Hollow Patio Homes 3 Bedroom/2 or 3
baths, deck/ patio for grilling, pet friendly, $700-$750 on-site mngt 114 College
Hill Rd (662)236-6464
Available June 1 A split level home.
3bd/1.5ba upstairs. Large room, workshop room, and full bath downstairs.
Responsible tenants only need apply.
Between 8:30-4:30 Monday-Friday
(662)234-6736
1 or 2 bedroom rustic cabin.
Wooded and private in College Hill
area. All appliances included. Available July 1st. Call 662-832-4589 or
(662)236-7736
3 bed/2 bath Patio home large bedrooms, W/D included, Free sewer&lawn
care, great deck area, No Pets. Quiet
and only 2 miles from campus. $700
(662)234-6481
Stone Ridge Townhouse Two
story 3 bed, 2.5 bth, brand new condition, alarm system. No Pets. Quiet
area only 2 miles from campus. $800
(662)234-6481
3 bedroom/3 bath Patio Home
large bedrooms, W/D included, new
condition. Quiet area close to UM Golf
Course. Only $755 (662)234-6481
Live just off the square 1803
Johnson Ave. Ext. 3 bdr. / 2 bath, hardwood floors, large fenced in back yard.
Pet friendly. $1500 a month. (662)8015764
4Bd/ 4 1/2 Bth, with hot tube,
3Bd/ 2 1/2 Bth, Aspen Ridge, starting
May and August (662)801-2358
3bd/2ba $1125/mo Quiet neighborhood NEAR CAMPUS & Walmart. ALL
ORIGINAL HARDWOODS and 2 car
garage (601)527-2211

Room for Rent

Room for rent @3 bedroom
condo At Cypress Glen. $400/ mo.
and $400 deposit. (662)419-5083 or
(662) 489-7964.
2 blocks from square Mature
Female wanted to share a 3 bedroom
2 and a half bathroom house in a great
location close to the square. Rent is
$600, which includes all utilities. The
room is available starting June 1st.
House is fully furnished! Call for more
details. (601)397-9929
SUBLET for onLY $295 Perfect location! Sublet room at Sterling University.
Pay only $295/ mo. (769)232-5137
2 Roommates needed 2 rooms with
private bathrooms in townhouse only
blocks from the Square. New construction, granite, crown molding, fireplace,
patio, hardwood floors, and more! Grad
students or young professionals only.
(512)565-3792

free summer rent

Room available in a furnished 3 bd/ bt
unit at The Exchange. Rent $375/ mo.
Low price! Great Deal! Amenities include pool, fitness center, tanning bed.
(314)412-3412

Condo for Rent
GREAT LOCATION! 3 BED/3BA condo
at Oxford Station off Old Taylor Road,
$1600/ month. jdharper56@gmail.com
or (662)801-8751

HIGH POINTE-Fully
furnished

3BD/3BTH Great condition.. Gated w/
Pool--Available AUG 1st-$1350mo.
(mcilravy4@gmail.com) (757)560-6281
FOR RENT 2 BED1 BATH FULL APPLIANCE PKG HOLLY HILLS HWY6 &
COLISEUM 675 MONTH 500 DEPOSIT
OWNER AGENT CALL (901)233-6183
Highpoint Condo 2BD/2BA Hardwood, granite, stainless, washer/ dryer.
Pool/ Gated. $900/ month. No pets or
smokers. 601-906-7109 Available June
1
2BD 2BH condo @The Mark internet, cable, all appliances, W/ D included. $800/ mth. Call 901-734-9498
(901)591-1526
VERYNICE HIGH PT CONDO 3BED/3BA
HUGE
BEDROOMS&CLOSETS
HARDWOOD FLOORS STAINLESS
APPL, POOL $1300MO MATT@KESSINGER (662)801-5170

Highpoint Condo

Large 2 Bd/ Ba. No pets or smoking.
Gated. Next to pool. $925 Mo. (901)
262-1855. (662)429-0486
Rent/Sale 3BDR/3BA. $450/ mo.
per roommate/ room. 1700sq.ft. High
Pointe Condos. All Appliances, Pool.
(228)323-3212
Walk to Square 3 BR/1.5 BA. Cute
condo for rent/sale. Washer/dryer. Grad
students/professionals. (318)455-3673
2BED/1BA Orleans Oaks condo
available June 1. Near Ole Miss golf
course. Pool. Granite, stainless, hardwood. W/ D, dishwshr. Pet negotiable.
Water/ garbage included. $750/ month.
More info http:// www.awardrealtyco.
com/ For appt. call 662-234-9357
Great Location: 3br/2.5 bath.
Granite and Hardwood. $1200/ month.
Available June 1st. Call (662)315-3554

Weekend Rental
Graduation Weekend Rentals
1.9 miles from square, 3Bd/2Bth house,
sleep 6-8 pple, beautiful home, low
price, 731-445-3702
Autumn Ridge Condo, spacious 2
bedroom 2 1/2 bath available for football
weekends. Professionally decorated
and comfortable. Your home away from
home! Close to campus and square.
Call now for rates. Discount for season
rental. (662)202-7937
Wellsgate: Baseball/Graduation /Football. 4BDR/3.5BA, 3200sq.
ft. Any weekends/any week. $1900.
662-816-4660, 662-234-9003 Christopher.

Square condo

Luxurious, new 1500 sq ft CONDO ON
SQUARE. 2br 2ba. Sleeps 6. Roof patio and garage. Plush. $2000/ weekend.
(601)540-0951
weekend rentals Spring weekend
rentals available. Baseball, Red/ Blue,
Double Decker, Graduation, or just
because! www.oxfordtownhouse.com
(662)801-6692

Miscellaneous

Pregnancy Test Center Pregnancy Test, Limited Ultrasound, Confidential Consultation on Abortion Effects,
Parenting and Adoption. www.pregnancyoxford.com (662)234-4414

GARFIELD
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BY JIM DAVIS

COMPUTER REPAIR

Free Diagnosis, Up Front Pricing, All
Work Guaranteed -Dell, HP, Apple, Acer, Toshiba & Sony
AC Adapters In Stock -Stop by today and see why we are Oxford’s #1 Computer Shop -1501 W Jackson Ave ñ Beside The Big
Bowl
662.236.5670

mini storage
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THE FUSCO BROTHERS

BY J.C. DUFFY

AAA CLIMATE SAFE STORAGE
1/2mile from campus next to police station 662-513-2050 www.myoxfordstorage.com
GETTING MARRIED? Hire Oxford professional musicians to provide music at
your wedding or event! thegrovestringensemble@gmail.com (662)380-1888

Music Instruction

Private music lessons (Bass,
Piano, etc.). Instructor with 15 years
teaching/ 20 years performance experience. High school, middle school, college students. Call 901-246-9836.
Violin & Viola Lessons Teacher
has music degree & certification. Suzuki
& traditional methods offered. taylorviolinstudio@gmail.com (662)380-1888

DILBERT

BY SCOTT ADAMS

Full-time

Earn $1000-$3200 a month to drive
our brand new cars with ads placed on
them. www. YouDriveAds.com
Full Time and Part time phone
reps needed. Payliance in Oxford, MS
is looking for professional phone representatives for our collection call center.
We offer base pay plus bonuses based
upon performance. We are looking for
goal driven, articulate, and determined
individuals. Please apply in person at
2612 Jackson Avenue West in Oxford,
MS on Monday, Tuesday or Thursday.

pEppERONI
pEppERONI
pIzzA
pIzzA

NON SEQUITUR

4

$$ 99
99
EAch
EAch

BY WILEY

pIck-up
pIck-up
ONLy
ONLy

Part-time

BARTENDING $300/DAY POTENTIAL
No Experience Necessary, Training
Provided Call 1-800-965-6520 EXT155
studentpayouts.com Paid Survey Takers Needed In Oxford. 100%
FREE To Join! Click On Surveys.
Irie is now hiring servers. Must
have experience and be available to
work days and weekends. Please fill
out applications in person Mon. - Sat.
between 2pm-5pm or email resume to
bdparker@olemiss.edu (662)259-2500

Roommate

OpEN
OpEN LATE
LATE

DOONESBURY

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Roomate Needed. Juniors, Seniors
and Grad Students wanted. Rent $360
a month. 662-719-8453

WORDSEARCH

Radio Terms

3-Female-ROOMATES
NEEDED

GARDEN-TERRACE to share a furnished 4-Bedroom-3.5bath house.
Porch/ patio, walk-in-closets, fireplace,
storage. $350/ month. 662 801 1223
Female
Roommate
Needed
3BR/3BA Condo at HighPoint $475/ mo
includes all utilities. Gated Community,
Pool, Hardwood Floors, with Appliances. Security deposit required. No pets.
Marleneu@renasant.com
(662)6801335 (662)401-1405
Female Roommate Needed. Soleil, Furnished 3BDR/2.5BA. Available
August 1st. All Utilities, Cable, Internet
Included. $500/ mo. 901-483-5045 or
Hoffmanlaw@comcast.net
Roommate Needed Immediately
for Spacious Home near the Square.
Option for 5 additional Roommates in
August. Fenced-in yard, Large deck,
Basement Apt. Included. 662-417-8118

Miscellaneous for Sale

Buy/Sale New&Used Creations North
Lamar/Molly Barr. Furniture, clothes/
shoes, miscellaneous. Donations Accepted/Pickup Available. Debit/Credit
Accepted. (662)832-4301

Yard Sales

NEIGHBORHOOD YARD SALE South
Oaks Subdivision (off South Lamar).
Lots of great stuff! Saturday, May 1st,
7:00 am to 11:00 am

Pets for Sale

AKC German Shepard Puppies 6
weeks old. $250-$300. 662-236-7088

1603Jackson
Jacksonave.
ave.WW• •oxford
oxford
1603

The DM reserves the right to
refuse ads that appear to offer
unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

Apartment at the exchange!
1 room out of a 4 bedroom apartment.
The apartment is pool side and fully furnished. If you are interested or want to
know more please call (870)509-1357

Very quiet 3bd/2ba $795. 2bd/2ba
$675. 12 month lease. No pets.
(662)234-0539
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THE BIG DEAL

The DEADLINE to place, correct or
cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one day
in advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through
Friday year round, when school is
in session.

Commercial Realty

HOW TO PLAY

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CLASSIFIED
INFORMATION

Avocado Roll
Crunchy Seaweed Roll*
Spicy Shrimp Roll
Tuna Roll
Shrimp & Avocado
Chicken Tempura

COM I C S |
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Puzzles by Pappocom
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SUDOKU©

C L A S S IF I E D S |

Complete the grid so
that every row, column
and 3x3 box contains the
numbers 1 through 9 with
no repeats

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

04.29.10

Dead Air
Bed
Disc Jockey
Hook
Frequency
Traffic
Soundbite

Bumper
Crossfade
Playlist
Streaming
Wattage
Liner
Sweeper

Skype
Producer
Remote
Analog
Podcast
Call Letters

SPORTS
S P O R TS |
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FOUR REBELS NAMED ALL SEC
BY JOHN HOLT
The Daily Mississippian

On Wednesday afternoon,
four members of the 2010
SEC West Champion Ole Miss
women’s tennis team (15-5,
8-3 SEC) were honored as
members of the All-SEC team
for their performances during
the conference season.
Junior Connor Vogel and
sophomore Kristi Boxx were
selected as first team members,
while their teammates juniors
Karen Nijssen and Laura van
der Stroet made the second
team.
“To have four players on the
All-SEC team is outstanding,”
Rebels head coach Mark Beyers said. “We obviously had a
great year. All these girls are
very deserving of this honor.
They all stepped up at different times this year to give us
some big wins and help us go
8-3 in the SEC and earn the
No. 2 seed (in the SEC tournament). They have worked
very hard, and we are proud of
them.”
Vogel, a 2008 transfer from
Tennessee, made an immediate
impact on Ole Miss’ success in
2010 by posting a team best

9-1 SEC singles record.
“It was one of my personal
goals at the beginning of the
season,” Vogel said of being
selected. “I never thought I
would make the first team. I
was definitely just going to
try my best because it was a
goal of mine, but as the season
started to progress it became
more realistic. I want to thank
the coaches because they knew
what our team goals and individual goals were and were
very wiling to help us achieve
those. It’s a huge honor and
I’m really flattered.”
Boxx’s selection marked
the second straight year to be
named a member of the first
team.
Last weekend, in the Rebels’ SEC tournament semifinal
match against No. 13 Tennessee, Boxx who was ranked
No. 62 in singles at the time,
earned her most impressive
win of the season when she
upset Tennessee’s 9th ranked
Caitlin Whoriskey 4-6, 6-1,
6-3.
Nijssen made the second
team for the third consecutive
year after posting an 11-7 dual
match record.

On April 4, Nijssen played
a key part in the Rebels’ upset
of then No. 13 Georgia when
she came back to defeat Georgia’s All-SEC first team member, No. 29 Nadja Gilchrest
2-6, 6-4, 6-3. Van de Stroet
had an impressive 9-2 record
during SEC singles play, and
along with partner sophomore
Abby Guthrie, the duo, went
10-1 in doubles play during
the conference season.
All three juniors on the
team’s roster made the AllSEC team.
“None of us expected that
we would all make it,” Vogel said. “It’s cool that none
of us are seniors and we’ll be
back next year to try and do
it again.”
The team’s focus now shifts
to the NCAA tournament,
where the No. 16 Rebels hope
to be one of the 16 schools to
host an NCAA regional.
“I think we did great this
year,” Vogel said. “We lost
some close matches to some
good teams but everybody
did there best so we can’t really look back but only look
forward toward the (NCAA)
tournament now.”

OLE MISS SPORTS INFORMATION

HEADLINE TOPIC

REBELS CLIMB IN TO TOP 10
IN THE NATIONAL RANKINGS,
HIGHEST IN SCHOOL HISTORY
The Ole Miss men’s track
and field team has risen to
No. 10 in the latest U.S. Track
and Field and Cross Country
Coaches Association poll to
mark the highest in-season
ranking in school history.
The Rebels are coming off
a weekend that saw Ole Miss
record six individual titles at
the Drake Relays to collect the
most wins in school history at
the prestigious meet.
Ole Miss captured two individual titles in the jumps
as sophomore Caleb Lee and
freshman Ricky Robertson
won their respective events.
Lee won the long jump with
a distance of 24-11.00 and defeated his closest competition
by over six inches.
Robertson claimed the
crown in the high jump after
posting a height of 7-03.25.
Freshman sprinter Mike
Granger won the 100 meters
with a time of 10.48 to become the first Rebel in school
history to win the event at the
Drake Relays.

Junior Lee Ellis Moore finished in first place in the 400
meter hurdles after turning in
a time of 50.23 and is the first
Rebel to win the event at the
Drake Relays.
Martin Kirui won the 3000
meter steeplechase after posting the second-fastest time in
school history with a mark of
8:46.68.
His victory marks the third
time in the last four years that
an Ole Miss runner has captured the individual title in
the event, as Barnabas Kirui
won the race in both 2007 and
2008.
Barnabas Kirui matched the
success of his brother by winning the individual title in the
5000 meters with a time of
14:14.49.
He joins former Ole Miss
All-American Brittney Reese as
the only two Rebels in school
history to win three individual
titles at the Drake Relays.
Reese won the high jump
and the long jump twice during her two years in Oxford.

Rebs take win streak to Starkville

4 . 3 0 . 10
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ASSOCIATED PRESS

NCAA ANNOUNCES KEY
CHANGES TO ATHLETICS
Key decisions Thursday by
the NCAA’s board of directors in Indianapolis:
Tourney Expansion:
Approved expansion of the
men’s basketball tournament
from 65 to 68 teams, effective
March 2011.
The board also endorsed a
proposal to expand the opening-round games from one to
four.
The format must still be
approved by the men’s basketball committee this summer.

Ole Miss celebrates after claiming a walk-off win against LSU on Saturday night. The Rebels are on a seven-game win streak
and will travel to Starkville this weekend to play the Mississippi State Bulldogs. During the Rebels win streak, the team has
used three walk-offs to extend the streak. An Alex Yarbrough home run gave the Rebels a midweek victory over Murray State,
Kevin Mort’s single secured the series sweep against LSU and Alex Yarbrough’s single up the middle gave the Rebels the extra
inning win on Saturday night against LSU

BY JASON SMITH
Sports Editor

In-state rival Mississippi
State will look to end the
Rebels seven-game streak this
weekend.
Ole Miss (30-13, 11-7 SEC)
goes to Starkville as one of the
hottest teams in the Southeastern Conference.
During their win streak, the
Rebels have earned three walkoff wins. Two against Louisiana State University by Alex
Yarbrough and Kevin Mort,
and in Tuesday’s game when
Yarbrough hit his second home
run of the season to knock off
Murray State.
Ole Miss, ranked No. 14
by Baseball America, will send
Drew Pomeranz and Aaron
Barrett to the mound on Friday and Saturday. Ole Miss
head coach Mike Bianco has
not named a starter for Sun-

day.
Pomeranz is coming off his
worst outing of the season
against LSU. The left-hander
allowed nine walks in only
three innings of work.
The junior still leads the
SEC in strikeouts (93) and opposing batting average (.161).
The senior Barrett (6-2)
earned a no decision on Saturday against LSU. Barrett also
struggled with the fierce winds
that haunted starting pitchers during Saturday’s doubleheader against LSU.
Bianco needs Barrett and
Pomeranz to return to form
and provide a beleaguered Ole
Miss bullpen with some rest.
The double-header on Saturday, and consecutive extra
inning games on Sunday and
Tuesday have depleted the
Rebels bullpen.
Mississippi State enters the

series off a sweep at the hands
of Alabama in Tuscaloosa.
Ole Miss and Mississippi
State played earlier this year
during the annual Governor’s
Cup match in Pearl and the
Rebels won 7-3.
“This weekend series is big
not only for the SEC race but
for the rivalry and the fans.”
Bianco said. “We’ve seen Mississippi State already this year
in the mid-week, but need to
get these wins this weekend.
“A lot of our players and
their players grew up playing
against each other, and a good
series this weekend would be
huge.”
Friday’s game will begin at
7 p.m. and will be televised
by Fox Sports Net. Saturday’s
game is at 6:30 p.m. and will
be televised by SportSouth,
while Sunday’s game will begin
at 1:30 p.m. on CSS.

Football credit hours increased
Endorsed a recommendation that will require football
players to complete a minimum of nine credit hours
during the fall semester to
remain academically eligible
for the following season.
The board said studies
show players who complete at
least nine hours in the fall are
more likely to be academically eligible in the spring.
Players who fail to meet
the requirement would have
to sit out four games, but
could reduce the penalty to
two games if they complete
27 credit hours by the end of
the next summer session.
APR toughened:
Endorsed a recommendation from the Committee

on Academic Performance to
eliminate waivers for penalties assessed to Football Bowl
Subdivision schools that have
players leave school after
completing their eligibility
and are not academically eligible.
That’s a problem for players who leave school to attend
pre-NFL combine workouts.
The board agreed that
eliminating the waivers would
be an incentive to improve retention and eligibility issues.
Study on JUCOs:
Adopted a recommendation to continue studying
the time demands on football
student-athletes and the requirements for two-year college transfers.
New membership standards:
Endorsed
recommendations for new Division I
membership standards.
If approved, new Division
I schools would undergo a
four-year reclassification process, becoming fully eligible
in the fifth year; need to be
an active member in Division II for at least five years
before starting reclassification; need to meet Division
I requirements upon the start
of reclassification; and have a
bona fide offer to join a conference before starting the reclassification process.

1501 W. Jackson Avenue, Oxford • (662)234-4974

Not Your Usual Asian Cuisine

Thai Food Special

Buy One Get the Second
One FREE Thurs 4/29 & Fri 4/30
1) Thai veg. or meat Spring Rolls
7) Thai basil steamed mussels
(2 pieces)----$3.95
--------$7.95
2) Thai spicy crispy Calamari----$6.95
8) Pad Thai noodle (choice of meat
3)Basil chicken or shrimp or veg.
or veg.)-----------$7.50
(white or fried rice)-----$8.25
9) Drunkard’s noodle (choice of
4) Green curry shrimp or chicken or veg.
meat or veg.)--------$8.95
(white rice or fried rice)------$8.25
10)
Basil shrimp lettuce wrap---$7.95
5) Red Curry with shrimp or chicken or
Please specify no spicy,
veg. (white or fried rice)-------$8.25
6) Thai spicy fried rice (w/shrimp, chicken regular spicy extra spicy
coupon required
or super spicy
or veg.)------$6.99

Good for dine-in or carry out

HAPPY
HOUR
3 pm to 6 pm Tuesday - Friday

beer, sake and glasses of house wine 50% off
ALL sushi and sashimi $1.50 each
ALL sushi rolls 50% off
Take a break to enjoy great sushi at a great price

Please Drink Responsibly

CMYK

SPORTS
S P O R TS |
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THIEMANN, VORSTER EARN HONORS
BY JOHN HOLT
The Daily Mississippian

Marcel Thiemann and Tucker
Vorster of the No. 18 nationally ranked Ole Miss men’s tennis team (18-7, 7-4 SEC), were
selected for the 2010 All-Southeastern Conference team Thursday afternoon.
Thiemann was put on the first
team and Vorster was placed on

the second team.
“They’re two of the mostimproved players in the nation,”
Rebels head coach Billy Chadwick said. “It’s a great honor to
be recognized as All-SEC simply
because the SEC is the strongest
tennis conference in the nation
and tennis is the strongest sport
in the SEC.”
After losing five starters from

last year’s NCAA Elite Eight
team, Thiemann and Vorster
both increased their level of play
this season to help the Rebels
capture their ninth straight SEC
West championship along with a
current top-20 national ranking.
Chadwick said he never envisioned both players making the
All-SEC team prior to the season.
“Marcel played No. 6 singles
for us last year,” Chadwick said.
“Tucker hadn’t played any singles
at all in his career (before this
season).”
Thiemann, who played No.1
for the Rebels for the majority
of the year, posted a 13-8 dualmatch record and is currently
ranked No. 33 in the nation in
singles.
He was also recognized last
weekend as a member of the SEC
All-Tournament team, in which
he helped the Rebels advance to
the SEC semifinals before falling
to No. 2 nationally ranked and
eventual tournament champion
Tennessee.
Along with his brother Chris,
the tandem went 10-1 in the
SEC in doubles play.
Vorster had a stellar junior
season campaign, playing No. 1
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Marcel Thiemann returns a shot against Ohio State. Thiemann emerged as the
Rebels No. 1 singles player over the course of the season, and the underclassmen
was rewarded a spot on the All-Conference first team.

singles early in the season and
shifting to No. 2 later. He went
8-5 while playing No. 2 and 5-2

in the SEC.
Vorster’s most impressive win
of the season came against Dino
Marcan of then No. 2 Ohio State
on April 14.
After his doubles partner from
last year, 2009 NCAA singles
champion Devin Britton, turned
pro, Vorster teamed up with
freshman Jonas Lutjen and the
duo put together a 16-8 dual
match record and 6-0 record
while playing No. 2 doubles.
Both Vorster and Thiemann
will be back to guide the Rebels
in 2011, but now the team awaits
their NCAA site and opponent,
which will be released May 4 on
ESPNews at 4 p.m. C.T.
Ole Miss is still hoping to host
an NCAA regional.
“We’ve got a shot,” Chadwick
said of hosting. “The stars have
to line up right and we’re going
to need some help from some
teams playing in the Big 12 tournament this weekend. We need
the right teams to lose.”

